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Coulomb explosion of deuterium cationic clusters
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The recent experiments of Zweibacket al. on deuterium clusters irradiated with intense laser beams yielded
D-D fusion. This has motivated us to carry out quantum-chemical calculations on a number of deuterium
clusters, both neutral and cationic. For doubly charged clusters, in particular D31

21 , and plainly for more
highly charged assemblies, Coulomb explosion of the cluster is in evidence. The quantum-chemical results we
present strongly suggest that fragmentation occurs with small groups of deuterium atoms breaking away from
the main cluster, such as to leave both small and large fragments with a net charge not exceeding1ueu.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen clusters are a typical example of molecu
clusters, responding to the formula (H2)N . The binding en-
ergy of the two hydrogen atoms in a molecule is high, 4.8
On the other hand, the binding between the different m
ecules in the cluster is very weak. Detecting and analyz
cluster sizes in a typical mass spectrometric experiment
quires the ionization of the clusters@1#. Ionization of the
clusters is a local process affecting a molecule, which
usually followed by the reaction with another molecule
the cluster; in our case

H2
11H2→H3

11H ~1!

leading to a charged trimer H3
1 . The neutral H atom is

ejected~and perhaps some neutral H2 molecules also! leav-
ing an odd number of atoms in a positively charged clus
finally arriving at the formula H3

1(H2)n , characteristic of
the singly charged clusters@2#. The structure of those clus
ters, mainly for smalln, has been studied by density
functional@3–5# and quantum-chemical methods@6–9#. The
picture coming from those works is that the H2 molecules
form shells around the H3

1 core ~like solvation shells!. The
first shell is formed in H3

1(H2)3. In this case, the three H2
molecules surround the H3

1 triangular core, and each mo
ecule is close to one of the H atoms. The center of mas
each H2 molecule is on the plane formed by the nuclei of t
triangular core and the molecular axis is perpendicular to
plane. In the second shell the molecules are, evidently
longer distances from the triangular core. In a recent exp
ment Gobetet al.studied the collisions of H3

1(H2)n clusters
and He atoms@2#. From the analysis of the fragmentation
size-selected clusters Gobetet al. were able to construct a
caloric curve~excitation energy versus temperature! for the
microcanonical cluster ion ensemble. This caloric curve
hibits the form of a typical first-order phase transition in
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finite system, which was identified as a transition from
bound cluster to the gas phase.

Another interesting experiment involves large deuteriu
clusters, with radii of 25 Å or more@10#. Irradiating a mo-
lecular beam of those large clusters with an intense pu
femtosecond laser produces a very large ionization of
clusters, which lose most of their electrons. A Coulomb e
plosion of the nuclear skeleton then occurs, and the co
sions between nuclei flying out from different clusters~with
kinetic energies of several tens of keV! yield D-D fusion, as
observed by the emitted neutrons.

Motivated by those experiments we have studied the
bility of medium-sized clusters, in particular D31

1 , against
additional ionization. We find that the clusters fragment d
to the strong Coulombic repulsion between the unbalan
charges. The fragmentation is very asymmetrical and i
characterized by the emission of D2

1 dimers.

II. QUANTUM CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS
ON NEUTRAL AND CATIONIC DEUTERIUM CLUSTERS:

GEOMETRY, ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE,
AND COULOMB EXPLOSION

In our preliminary work on small cationic clusters of hy
drogen isotopes@9#, one of the clusters studied was D13

1 .
This was treated at Hartree-Fock~HF! plus MP2 ~second-
order Möller-Plesset! level to find the optimized geometr
and the corresponding ground-state electronic structure
the present paper we have refined our study of this cluste
working to MP4~SDQ! level, i.e., fourth-order Mo¨ller-Plesset
using the space of single, double, and quadruple subs
tions. The calculations reported here were carried out us
the GAUSSIAN 98 @11# program package, with the 6-31G*
basis. The normal-mode frequencies are recorded in Tab
at the three levels of approximation indicated HF, MP2, a
MP4. To calculational accuracy, the frequencies scale
M 21/2, whereM is the isotopic mass~that is, the frequencies
tabulated for D13

1 could be modified to yield those for hy
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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drogen or for tritium by simpleM 21/2 scaling!. Later, further
refinements may prove necessary, but the main points t
emphasized from the table are that~i! all the frequencies are
real, i.e., the geometrical structure at the HF, MP2, and M
levels is stable relative to small nuclear displacements
~ii ! there is fair convergence in adding MP corrections. T
five highest frequencies, corresponding to D2 intramolecular
vibrations, decrease by an average of 0.73% in going fr
HF to MP2 level, and by a further 1.40% between MP2 a
MP4. Correspondingly, the three next highest frequenc
which are essentially intramolecular modes of the trimer,
crease by an average of 3.71% in going from HF to MP
and by 0.77% from MP2 to MP4. We may also compa
binding energies of the cluster, relative to an isolated char
trimer and five isolated neutral dimers, at the three differ
levels of approximation; then we find that at HF level t
cluster is bound by 0.42 eV, while at both MP2 and M
levels it is bound by 0.53 eV.

We show in Fig. 1 the refinements, especially in int
atomic distances, in the D13

1 structure due to the addition o
two levels of MP corrections to the zeroth-order Hartre
Fock treatment. The structure of the cluster is essentially
same at the three levels, HF, MP2, and MP4, although
interatomic distances change slightly. Within the equilate

TABLE I. Calculated normal mode frequencies~in cm21! for
D13

1 at HF, MP2, and MP4 levels.
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singly charged trimer core, D3
1 , the average interatomic

distance varies from 0.861 Å at HF level to 0.868 Å at MP
and 0.870 Å at MP4 level. This D3

1 core is surrounded by
the first ‘‘shell’’ of D2 molecules; the distances from the
atoms in this shell to the nearest D atom in the trimer c
range from an average of 1.931 Å at HF level to 1.801 Å
MP2 and 1.802 Å at MP4 levels. Then the remaining two2
molecules are part of a second shell at a distance from
trimer core which decreases from an average of 2.953
within HF to 2.868 Å at MP2 and to 2.855 Å at MP4 leve

Having considered a small, singly charged cationic clus
of deuterium atoms, we turn to the Coulomb explosion
multiply charged deuterium clusters. We have considere
number of clusters and have chosen first a large dou
charged cluster, D31

21 , to illustrate the main results. As th
initial state we took the geometry of the singly charged D31

1

cluster optimized at the Hartree-Fock level. The net cha
of the cluster was then increased to12ueu by removing one
electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital and
cluster was allowed to relax. A geometry optimization, usi
the Berny optimization algorithm, was carried out at t
Hartree-Fock level~the results presented above for the sing
charged cluster indicate that the use of MP2 or MP4 corr
tions will not change the picture!. Figure 2, which shows the
cluster geometry after 186 optimization cycles, makes
plain that the doubly charged cluster is unstable due to
large Coulomb repulsion between the two unbalanced p

FIG. 1. Shows especially changes in intermolecular D-D d
tances on refinement of quantum-chemical calculations from~a! the
MP2 to ~b! the MP4 level for the cluster D13

1 . All distances are in
angstroms.
1-2
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FIG. 2. Result of the Coulomb fragmentation of the doubly charged deuterium cluster D31
21 . The picture shows a singly charged cation

dimer split off the large remaining singly charged fragment. The charge of the large fragment resides dominantly on the singly
cationic trimer D3

1 , which is seen to be an almost equilateral triangle with bond length;0.86 Å.
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tive charges. The cluster undergoes Coulomb fragmenta
A small fragment, the singly charged dimer D2

1 , has split
off from the cluster. Its bond length has increased to 1.031
this is about 30% larger than the bond length of the neu
molecules in the cluster. The large fragment contains the
most equilateral cationic trimer, with bond length;0.86 Å
and net charge10.82ueu, obtained from a Mulliken popula
tion analysis. Both fragments are stable at the Hartree-F
level. This result strongly suggests the preference for v
unsymmetrical channels of fragmentation, similar to the c
of Coulomb fragmentation in metallic clusters@12,13#.

A more dramatic case of Coulombic explosion is depic
in Fig. 3, where the parent cluster is D31

41 . Again, the initial
geometry was that of D31

1 , and the net charge was increas
to 14ueu by removing three electrons. After 100 optimiz
tion cycles, three singly charged dimers have split away fr
the central cluster. The large remaining fragment D25

1 is
centered around the deuterium trimer, which carries a
charge of10.88ueu. The large fragment is again stable at t
Hartree-Fock level.

III. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our main findings in this Brief Report are based on wh
we can usefully view as a theoretical approach which rec
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nizes in such deuterium clusters, neutral or charged, the
istence of two expansion parameters. The first is the corr
tion energy e, which was defined by Lo¨wdin as the
difference of total energies,

e5Eexact2EHartree2Fock . ~2!

Essentially, the smallness of the ratioe/Eexact, especially for
the larger clusters considered here, is the reason for the
tive effectiveness of low-order Mo¨ller-Plesset perturbation
theory, since the zeroth-order term of such an expansio
the Hartree-Fock solution. Returning to Table I, giving t
vibrational frequencies of D13

1 , it is satisfying that for the
majority the differences between MP2 and MP4 values
modest, though;40 cm21 discrepancies appear at the hig
est frequencies. In the ground-state geometry, the inter
lecular distances represent the only significant change
going from the MP2 to MP4 level of accuracy.

As to Coulomb explosion, our calculations make it qu
plain that the doubly charged cationic cluster D31

21 under-
goes fragmentation, with a singly charged dimer clea
ejected from the remaining large fragment, which has a s
r
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n

e
y

FIG. 3. Result of the Coulomb
explosion of the cationic cluste
D31

41 . Three singly charged
dimers are emitted, and the larg
remaining fragment is centered o
a singly charged trimer. The very
unsymmetrical character of th
fragmentation brought about b
Coulomb explosion is again in
evidence.
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gly charged deuterium trimer at its core. When the catio
charge is increased to14, three singly charged dimers a
ejected.

We return to the second expansion parameter relevan
such clusters of isotopes of hydrogen. This involves the r
m/M , wherem is the electronic andM the isotopic hydrogen
mass. It is fair to say that this parameter, in our calculati
to date, is treated less satisfactorily than the first param
namely, the correlation energye. The immediate illustration
of this, which has already been touched on, is that to
level of accuracy corresponding to the vibrational frequ
cies in Table I, the frequencies tabulated for the D13

1 cat-
ionic cluster could be modified to yield those for hydrogen
for tritium by simpleM 21/2 scaling. We expect future calcu
lations to deal more accurately with this second expans
parameterm/M , but this would seem to involve substanti
increase in computational effort, as is evident, for examp
in the classic review of O¨ hrn et al. @14#
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